
155 Tallowwood Street, Maleny

Nestled in Maleny in the very heart of the Sunshine Coast
Hinterland, this captivating residence offers thoughtful
architectural design resulting in a tranquil retreat set
amidst the scenic beauty of Maleny's rolling hills. Stone
feature walls extend from the outdoors in, creating a
seamless connection with the landscape, and setting the
stage for a living experience that's both peaceful and
immersive.

The heart of the home is a generously proportioned open
plan gourmet kitchen, fully equipped with quality
integrated appliances and a butler's pantry. Adjacent
living spaces, including a
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versatile rumpus room, offer comfort and flexibility,
whether hosting gatherings or enjoying quiet family
evenings. The integration of indoor and outdoor living is
flawless, with large verandas and an outdoor lounge area
complete with a timber fireplace (one of two), inviting the
beauty of the hinterland into every moment.

Accommodation within the home is spacious with four
bedrooms, including a secluded master suite on its own
level, providing ample space for family and guests. The
master suite, a true retreat, features a vast walk-in
wardrobe and is designed as a sanctuary of privacy and
relaxation. Light filled spaces boasting hinterland views
are readily on offer, with a sparkling pool offering
refreshement from beyond the deck.

Practical needs are well catered for with a double garage
that includes a workshop area, and an additional outdoor
hard stand providing ample room for vehicles, hobbies,
and storage. Situated on a 3017m2 allotment, there is
truly space for everything you have envisioned.

This property is more than just a place to live; it's an
opportunity to embrace a lifestyle of tranquility, comfort,
and beauty in one of the Sunshine Coast Hinterland's
most sought-after locations.

Discover the lifestyle you've been dreaming of in Maleny
– a place where every day feels like an escape to paradise.
Call the RE/MAX Hinterland Team today to organise
your inspection.

Disclaimer:
* This property may or may not be marketed with a price
and therefore a price guide cannot always be provided.
The website may have filtered the property into a price
bracket for functionality purposes.

** Every precaution has been taken to establish the
accuracy of the material on this listing and
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